e-safety Questionnaire Results

April 2019

Pandas and White Tigers Parent Responses
(based on 18 responses)
Has your child seen anything upsetting?
Do you allow your child to have devices in their
bedroom at night?

Do you set restrictions on your child's internet use?

Does your child have a mobile phone?
Does your child have an instagram/snapchat/fortnite
account or similar?
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Estimates for the number of children who parents think have a mobile phone in
White Tigers/Pandas range from 10% to 90%, most people estimating around
25%.
Estimates for the number of children who parents think have an Instagram,
Snapchat, Fortnite or similar account range from 3% to 90%, most people
estimating around 25-35%.
As a parent myself, I find the information here very reassuring and providing
good evidence when in discussion with children who I know tell you, ‘everyone
else has one/is allowed a Snapchat account’ or similar. I hope this gives you
confidence to stand by decisions you feel are right by your child.
All responses stated that you are most concerned about overuse of their devices
and being exposed to dangers such as strangers or inappropriate material.
Everyone was satisfied that school was educating children about these dangers
and providing appropriate information to families about e-safety.

Leopards and Polar Bear Parent Responses
(based on 31 responses)
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Are any restrictions set on
internet use at home?

Do they have access to
devices at night?

Has your child ever seen
anything that has scared
them?

Series 1

Children are accessing: Times Table Rockstars; Mathletics; Minecraft;
Bowmasters; Tanic Stars; Roblox; Mouse Maze; Football; Netflix; Youtube;
Lego; Youtube Kids.
Similar concerns to those of the Pandas/White Tigers questionnaires were raised
about children being exposed to inappropriate content. Parents wanted school to
continue to update families with e-safety information as we do currently.
Just to reassure you, children are never allowed on ipads or computers
unsupervised including at After School Club. School computers have a filter on
all content and children frequently come up against ‘Access Denied’ messages,
for games that they might go on at home. Also to reassure you, the word ‘Momo’
was never mentioned in school by any member of staff, nor were pictures shown
or specific details discussed. Unbelievably, some parents did show details of this
to their children who then discussed it with their peers. This was very strongly
discouraged by all staff. Children have been told specifically that they should
discuss worries with adults in school, not other children.

